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Complete Continuity of Integro-Differential Operators 
with Discontinuous Kernels and Collectively 
Compact Approximations* 
BAHUC~I CAHLON AXI) I)AVID ~~W’I.HIXW 
P. 31. Ansclonc [1, 2, 31 has given the theoretical justification for using 
compound numerical quadrature schemes for obtaining approximations of 
linear integral operators with mildly discontinuous kernels. To handle similar 
operators with singular kernels, K. E. Atkinson [4] introduced product integra- 
tion techniques. However in dealing with numerical approximations of nonlinear 
integral operators researchers have tended to restrict themselves to those instan- 
ces where the terms were continuous [3, 51. 
When considering an integral operator, whose arguments are dependent on 
the derivatives of functions in the domain, one is often led to a system of integral 
operators. 1Ve therefore develop a general theory of collectively compact 
approximations of systems of linear and nonlinear integral operators which 
combine the Anselone and Atkinson approaches. To this end we first give 
general conditions when an integro-differential operator is completely continu- 
ous, thereby extending a result due to L.A. Ladyzhenskii [S, p. 34; 71. 
1. ‘I%E COMPLETE CONTINUITY OF INTEOR~-DIFFEREXIAL OPEIUTORS 
We wish to show that for a suitable Banach space X, nonlinear integro- 
differential operators are completely continuous maps [9, p. 91. But first we 
must set forth the basic definitions of expressions to be used. Let 52, be the 
closure of an open and bounded subset of UP, 9, and Q, subsets of [WP and LP 
respectively and Sz, the closure of an open subset of PP. We denote the general 
point of Q, by s z--y (si ,..., s,J, that of 0, by x - (xi ,..., x,), u E Q, by u = 
(Ul ,.-*, us) and finally X EQ~ by /\ -. (Ai ,..., h,). The clcmcnt of Lebesgue 
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m-measure on Q,,, will be denote &. If 01 = (01~ ,..., a,) and p = (/3i ,..., 8,) are m 
and n-tuplcs of non-negative integers we set Dza - n;=, (S/Zxj)“~ and DS* -7 
nj”z, (a/Lk,)Bi with the orders of Dza and D,B being I [Y. :~i-,- ... !.a,,, and 
[PI =pl-- ...-.-/jn. 
For each integer k -;; 0 we let p(k) be the number of distinct m-tuples of non- 
negative integers of order k or less. If k > 1, a =- ~(k - I) and a:(, , i) ,..., c+,.) 
are the unique m-tuples of order h we define I%(X) to he the r-vector 
We can now consider the integro-differential operator 
w, 4 (4 = J, .f’(h s, x, u(x), Dlu(x) ,..., D”‘u(x)) ds (1) 
m 
where f is a real valued function of 4 -t n + m + p(k) variables 
To be able to give conditions when F(h, u) is completely continuous we will 
consider the class of functions Iz(A, S, X, u) satisfying 
Al. h(h, s, X, U) is a function defined on Q, x Q,, x QW, x Sz, , such that 
for each fixed (X, s, u) E Qn, x Q, x Q, , h(X, s, X, u) is a measurable function 
of x and for s E Q,, and almost all x E Q, , h(h , s, 3c, u) is a continuous function of 
(A 4. 
A2. For each bounded subset D of 52, x Sz, and s, s’ E fin, 
and 
s 
( sup I WY s, x, u),) dx < M(D, s) < cc (1.2) R 
m  bl,UED 
lim ’ 
J 
( sup ) h(/\, s’, x, U) - h(h, S, X, u)l) dx =: 0 (l-3) 
8’-as %a (A.uED 
For p = m, n we denote by C(l)(sZ,) the space of 1 times continuously dif- 
ferentiable functions on 52, and by W)(Q,,J we mean the space of functions 
g E C~z-l)(Q,,) such that for each 01, ) ar 1 = 1, Dzag(x) exists and is bounded on 
Q,,, . For g E Cr)(sZ,) or Hz)(Q,), 
where y : 3~, /3, z’ = s, s and Ij D,yg )I = SU~,,,~ i Dliyg(v)j . 
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THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that for each 8, ! p 1 < 1, D,tf(A, s, x, u) satisjes 
*4, and ,4, . If 
E = {(A, u) E Sz,, x B’“‘(Q,,J 1 (u(x), Dlu(x),..., D+(x)) E Q,} 
then F(h, u) is a completely continuous map of E -+ P)(Q,). 
Theorem 1.1 will be proven by first proving an important auxiliary theorem. 
For any Banach space X by Xr we mean the r-fold Cartesian product of X 
with the norm /I’ x ii/ = ‘,1(x1 ,..., x,):1! .-- max{l’ x1 ‘/ ,..., 1’ .T,. I’}. 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that h(h, s, x, u) is a function satisfying A, and A,. 
Let 
E’ = ((A, u) E Q, x lP(LQ I u(x) E G$}. 
Then the operator H(A, u) dejined by 
is a completely continuous map of E’ + C(Q,). 
Proof. Let Z be a bounded subset of E’. We have to show fi(Z) contains a 
convergent subsequence. First we show that H(Z) is bounded. Suppose it is 
not bounded. Then there exist sequences {Sj) C Q, and {(hj , uj(x))> c 2 such 
that I H(hj , uj) (sj)l ---+ co and sj -+ s. But by Eq. (1.2), 1 H(h, , uj) (s)! < co for 
all j and by Eq. (1.3) 
I H(4 t Ui) (sj) - H(4 1 Uj) (S)I 
4 1 h(hj , sj , x, uj(x)) - h(X, , s, x, uj(x))j dx --+ 0 * a,,, 
and so I I&&, uj) (s,)j + 00. 
Next we will show that the functions H(h, u) (s) are equicontinuous for 
(h, u) E 2. Suppose they are not equicontinuous. Then there exists a 6 > 0 and 
sequences {sj}, {s;} C Q, and {(A, , ui)} C 2 such that 
H(Aj 3 Uj) (Sj) - N(hj 3 Uj) (SI)l 2 6, 
However by Eq. (1.3) 
/ Sj - .$ I - 0 and sj , si -+ s. 
I ff(Aj , uj> (sj) - H(hj 3 Uj) (S;)I 
:< 1 H(hj 9 Uj) (Sj) - H(Aj 3 Uj) (s)l -A- I H(Aj , Uj) (S) - H(Aj 9 Uj) (S:)l -* 0. 
Therefore the H(h, u) (s) are equicontinuous. Hence by the Arzela-Ascoli 
theorem it follows that H(h, u) is a compact map. 
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Finally we show that H(h, u) is continuous in (A, u). Suppose it is not con- 
tinuous. Then we can find a 6 :. 0 and sequences {si} c 0, and ((A, , uj)} CJ E 
such that sj --f s and (h, , u,.) -b (A, u) E E’ and j H(hj , uj) (si) - H(X, n) (sj)’ > 6 
for all j. Hut 
1 H(Aj ) U,) (Sj) - lf(/\, U) (Sj): 
~>- 1 /I(hj , Uj) (Sj) - IZ(Xj 9 Uj) (S)l -- 1 H(h, U) (S) - lI(A, U) (Sj)i (1.4) 
--’ j IZ(Aj , Uj) (S) - H(A, U) (s)i . 
NOW the first two terms on the right side of (1.4) go to zero by equicontinuity. 
As h(hj , s, s, uj(x)) -+ h(h, s, x, u(x)) for almost all x it follows from Eq. (1.2) 
and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem that the last term on the 
right hand side of Eq. (1.4) also goes to zero. Thus H(h, u) is continuous in 
(A, 4. 
With Thcorcm 1.2 we can given the 
Proof of Theorem I .l . To prove F(h, U) is completely continuous it suffices 
to show that each operator D,aF(h, U) for j fi i c< 1 is a completely continuous 
map of B into C(S),). As the map u + (u, Dlu,..., D”u) is a bounded map of 
W)(SZ,,) into B”(“:)(Q,,) it follows from Theorem 1.2 that the operators D,aF(h, u) 
are completely continuous and the theorem is proved. 
In many applications it is desirable that F(h, U) be FrCchet differentiable 
[9, p. 401. Let D,,,,(, =- %j&$, . 
THEOHEN 1.3. Let f be as in Theorem 1. I. Suppose Sz, is an open set and that 
for i 7. l,...,p(K) anct ’ p 1 5: E 
(i) For all (A, s, u) and almost all K 
(4 DSB4+i) f 64 s, x, u) satisfies Al and A2. 
Then F(A, u) has a continuous Frechet derivative D,F(h, u) with respect to u 
de$ned by 
WV, u) 2’ = x J 
i-l %l 
&,,,i,f (A, s, u(x),..., /I%) D;‘%(x) dx. 
Proof. By hypothesis it follows from Theorem 1 .I that for each 0~~ , we have 
Jl,,, Z&J(h, s, s, u(x) ,..., D”u(x)) dx 
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is a continuous map of E into Cz)(Q,). Thus by standard results on the FrCchet 
derivative [9, p. 411 it suffices to show that 
lim )I t-l(F(A, U -I- tv) - F(h, U)) - D,F(A, U) z j I = 0 
i-4 
for all B E ZV(Q,). This is in turn equivalent to showing 
lim j/ D,a(t-l(F(h, u + la) - Ik’(h, u)) - D,F(A, u) V)iI = 0, j 13 1 c; 1. (1.5) 
t-,0 
Suppose for some I,!? j < I and V, Eq. (1.5) d oes not obtain. Then there exist 
E > 0, ($1 and (si) C Q, such that tj -• 0, si + s and 
1 Df(t,‘(F(A, u + tj~) -F(h, u)) - D,F(hy U) D) (sj)l ~2 E. (1.6) 
But the left hand side of (1.6) is equal to 
1 
IJ 
[t;‘(Ds”f(h, sj , x, 24 + tjv ,.,.) D”(u $ tjv)) - DsYf(h, sj , x, u ,..., Dku))] dx 
*In 
V(k) - I c i-2 D,,,,i,D,Bf(X, Sj , ~,.a., D'u) Di'i'~(~) d-v m  i-=1 
D,,,,,,D~'f(A, ~j , U -.(- Oj(X) z!,..., Dk(u + B,(X) E)) D:"'z' d&V 
- .L,, g D,,,,i,D;f(X, sj , u,..., D"u) D;'% dx 
- ~,,,,~,n,"f(A, s, u + &(x)e,..., D';(u + 0,(x)0))) II;'% 
v(k) 
C (D~,~(i,D~‘f(‘, s, u L e,(x) WY..., D”(u + O,(X) v)) 
i-1 
- D,.,,i,D:f(X, s, u,..., D"u)) D;"'a 1 1 dx 
+ 1 s,, [? (Du,a,J4!f(~, s, u...I D~U) 
i=l 
-- D,,,,,,,D,Bf(A, Sj 3 El,..., D"u)) D”“‘v II + 0. 
Hence (1.5) obtains. 
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Similarly if we let y be a p(k)-tuple of nonnegative integers and set D,v = 
nri:) (i?ji?~~J-~~) we can show 
THEOREM 1.4. Let f be as in Theorem 1 .l and suppose that for / y j *:. Y and 
j/3: :<:I 
(i) For all (A, s, u) and almost all x 
(ii) D,eD,%‘f(h, s, X, u) satisjies Al and A2. 
Then F(h, u) is an r-times continuously Frechet dzzerentiable map with respect to u. 
Remark. A similar theorem obtains if one is interested in differentiability 
with respect to h. 
2. S\~UMERICAI. APPROXIMATION OF NONLINEAR INTEGRAL OPE:FUTORS 
For the practical problem of finding numerically the solution of integro- 
differential equations of the form 
S(S) -:. i’.f(s, t, x(t) ,..., x’“‘(t)) dt 
* ,I 
it is often natural to consider the equivalent system 
S)(s) := SC: (c?f(s, t, x(t),..., @)(t))i(S) dt, i = O,..., m. 
This system can be viewed as an operator equation on the appropriate m + 1 
fold Banach space (Say P+l[a, b]). Th en, to find approximate solutions of 
this system one finds suitable numerical approximations to the components on 
the right hand side of the system. It is clear that to consider convergence criteria 
of the systems of numerical approximations it suffices to study the convergence 
of each component. Let us therefore consider integral operators of the form 
Q)(s) = - ,^” k(s, t)f (s, 6 x(t)) & a<s<<b (2.1) 
where x(t) is the p-vector function x(t) -- (q(t),..., q,(t)) for a i. f  ..:; h and 
f is a real valued function of p -+ 2 variables. 
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Integral operators of the form (2.1) arise naturally in consideration of Volterra 
integral operators of the form 
which, if we define 
cr(s, t) = 1 S ;: 1 
=o t > s 
(2.3) 
are equivaleat to 
V(x) (s) :y-. lob o(s, t)f(s, t, x(t)) dt, a :< s < b. (2.4) 
We shall assume for now that h(s, t) is a function such that 
HI. k(s,t)>sO,a-<s,tc<b. 
H2. For each fixed a G: s < b, k(s, t) ~.!?[a, b]. 
H3. For each fixed a < s *< b 
r * 1 k(s’, t) - k(s, t)l dt + 0 as s’ + s. -a 
To give numerical approximations of (2.1) we let R[a, 61 be the set of bounded 
functions on [a, b] which are continuous almost everywhere, and suppose that 
for each integer n we can find n numerical integration weight functions Wj,n(S), 
j-1 ,..., 12 such that 
H4. Wj,n(S) E R[u, b] 
1~5. Wj,&) > 0 
and if ae define K and K, , n = I, 2 ,..., by 
Kx(s) .- 1” k(s, t) X(t) dt 
“” 




where a = t,,, < ..* < t,,, = b, then 
H6. lim,,, jl K,x - KX II = 0, x E C[a, b] 
(i.e. lim n-mh%Cs<b 1 Kn(x) ls) - k’k) cd!) = O.1 
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Then we approximate F(x) by 
Fn(x) Cs) -- i 7L’j,n(s)f(s9 tj,n , X(ti.n)). 
,=l 
(2.7) 
For example ZU~,~(S) = rzj,Jz(s, t,i,,J where the wj,n are standard numerical 
integration weights. Or the w~,“~(s) are terms which are obtained by applying 
product integration techniques as developed by Atkinson [4]. 
In approximating (2.4) it is reasonable to use weights wj,,(s) such that wj,,,(s) 
-‘ 0 for s < tj,n and if there are an odd number of grid points, tj,n , less than or 
equal s then {wj.n(S)}lj,,,s c is a scheme for a subdivision of an even number of 
intervals (such as the compound Simpson’s quadrature rule) and if the number 
of grid points less than or equal s is even, it is a scheme for an odd number of 
intervals (such as the compound Simpson’s rule followed by a single application 
of the trapezoid rule). 
WC will give reasonable hypotheses which impl! 
1, F,,(x) -- F(x)\’ + 0 as n .--+ ,x. 
First of all if x(s) -- y(s) .;> 0 (or s(s) ..- y(s) L: 0) for all a :< s 5; h we will 
write .v ..z y (or x :.< y). 
I~FINITIOS. A set 9 of functions X(S), u :..:. s :.:- b is regular if for each 
N E 9 and each m = I, 2 ,..., there exist x,,, , .P E C[a, b] such that 
uniformly for N c 9, and for each fixed m the sets 
are precompact in C[a, b]. [I]. 
We note that a set .7 of functions will be regular with respect to a kernel 
Iz(s, t) satisfying Hl-H3 if it is regular with respect to the kernel k(s, t) --= 1 and 
the X, , xm are uniformly bounded, i.e., regular as defined by -4nselone [3, 
p. 261, (see Appendix for proof). 
Let D be a subset of [wn and define 
GSey,(t) -- G(s, s', t) - = SUP \,f(~, t, X) - .-f‘(~', t, x)i 
xen 
DR 1: (x(t) E R”[u, h]: range x(t) C D). 
We shall assume that ./ satisfies 
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H7. {G,s,,sl(t): a .< s, s’ < 6) is regular and 
H8. For each J and almost all t, f(~$ f, x) is a continuous function of (t, x) 
and is uniformly bounded for a :.c. S, t :<:y h, x E D. 
H7 and II8 will be satishcd if f(~, t, x) :=fr(s, t) .f2(s, t, x) where fr(s, t) 
is continuous for all a :z S, t L; ZJ except for a finite number of curves of the 
form 1 = l(s) [3, p. 271 and fa(s, t, x) is continuous in all variables. 
THE~REJI 2.1. I f  HI-H8 are suti$ed then 
I,,iJr) 1 F,(x) - F(x)!1 = 0 
for each x c I), . 
Remark. D could of course be simply the range of x. 
TI-IHIREII 2.1 will be proved in Section 3. 
Theorem 2.1 can be used to show the convergence of numerical approxima- 
tions of systems of equations. That is consider the system 
F,(X) (S) = ib k&, t)f&, 4 X(t)) dt, 
- I‘ 
and assume that for each i one finds n numerical integration weights Uli,j,n(S) 
such that H4, H5 are satisfied and if 
Kx == (fbR,(s, t)x(t)df,.... fbk&, f)x(t)dt) 
’ a - <I 
(2.9) 
: 1, 




then H6 is satisfied for each component. Then it follows immediately from 
Theorem 2.1 that 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose 
F&4 (4 = (J-~,n(x) (4.~.3 ~&4 (4) 
where 
(2.1 I) 
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for each i. If for each component of F,L H-H8 are satisfied then 
b-y jll F,(x) - F(x)lj[ 0 
for each x E D, . 
3. PROOF OF ‘I’HEoRm 2. I 
Theorem 2.1 will bc proven after verifying a series of lemmas. WC first note 
that 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X and Iv be Banach spaces. If  T and T, , n I ,..., are 
boundedlinearmapsojX-pYandllT,x- TX,!-+OforxE Xthm ,’ 7’,,x ?‘.rl;-+O 
uniformly on any precompact set. 
Proof. See [I, p. 71. 
\Ve will give convergence results for K, and K similar to those obtained by 
Anselone for numerical integration weight functions independent of s [3, 
Chap. 21. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose HI-H6 are satisjed. If  .r E A[a, b] therr exist x,,, , 
.P E C[a, b] such that x,,, s;. x :rg 3~~‘” and ; K(xnl -- A*,,,)\! --, 0. 
Proof. By considering step functions larger and smaller than .w and modi- 
fying them at the jumps so that they are continuous we can construct uniformly 
bounded continuous functions xr,, and JC”‘ such that x1,, ::F x ::I .P and xnL, 
xn - x for almost all s. Then bv the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem 
we have for each s, K(P - x,. j (s) + 0. 
Suppose the convergence is not uniform in s. Then there is an E .O and a 
sequence is,,,) C [a, b] such that s,,, + s and K(P - x,,,) (s,,,) .‘, t. By II3 
k’(p’ -- s,,J (s,,,) .-. K(,xf’l - x,) (sj 1 1 I+“’ - x,) (sJ - I+~~~ - .A-,,,) (s)i 
t) -- k(s, t)i (x’“(t) -.- x,(t)) dt 
.;r I+.‘” - x,) (s) $ M [” 1 k( s, , t) -. k(s, t): dt ---+ 0. 
“0 
Hence the convergence is uniform. 
Lemma 3.2 implies 
THB~REM 3.3. Suppose Hl-H6 are satis$ed. Then ) K,s - hk * 0 .fol 
.T E R[a, b]. 
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Proof. For x E R[u, b] let xrn and x, be as in Lemma 3.2. Then 
Kx, < Kx < KY” (3.1) 
K x < K x < K x”l nm1 n\ 12 (3.2) 
K,x - Kx < (K,xm - Kx”) -I- (Kx”” - Kxc,) (3.3) 
K,x - Kx > (K,,xm - Kx,) + (Kx, - Kx”)). (3.4) 
If we let n - .co then by hypothesis on K, , 11 k’,~,“~ - Kx” ‘1 -+ 0 and 
1’ K,x,, - Kx,,, jJ -+ 0. Similarly by Lemma 3.2 if we now let m -+ oo then 
!I Kx” - Kx,, I/ ---f 0. Thus !I K,,x - Kx ;I -+ 0 for each x E R[a, b]. 
For r\:, and K restricted to regular sets we obtain 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose Hl-H6 are satisfied. Then 11 K,,x - Kx ‘: --f 0 uni- 
formly on each regular set 9 C R[a, b]. 
Proof. For x E 9 let x, and x” be the functions in the definition of regula- 
rity. Then inequalities (3.1)-(3.4) obtain. Now jl K,y - Ky 1: -+ 0 uniformly 
for y E .F,,, u 9%” by Lemma 3.1. Moreover [j K(x”” - x,,& -+ 0 as m + CO 
uniformly for x E s. The conclusions of our theorem will thus follow from the 
inequalities. 
By Theorem 1.2 it is readily verified that 
LEMMA 3.5. H3 and H8 imply 
lim 
f  
b (su; I k(s’, t)f(s”, t, x) - k(s, t)f(s”, t, x),) dt =- 0 
x*-s a 
uniformly for a < s, s’, S” < b. 
It should be noted that H7 implies that for fixed a :; s, s’ < b, Gs,,q,(t) E 
P[a, b]. Moreover we can show that 
LEMMA 3.6. H2, H3, H7and H8 impb that 
lim 
J 
b (sup I k(s, t)f(s, t, x) - h(s’, t)f(s’, t, x)1) dt == 0 
Y’-e a XED 
(3.5) 
uniformly for a < s, s’ < b. 
Proof. Suppose that (3.5) does not hold for some s. Then there exist E > 0 
and {sn} such that a < s, < 6, s, + s, G(s, , s, t), 1 h(sn , t) - h(s, t)l -+ 0 for 
almost all t as s, + s and 
E < 
I 
ab ‘su; I k(s, , t)f (sn , t, x) - h(s, t)f (s, t, $1) dt. (3.6) 
But the right hand side of (3.6) is less than or equal 
1 
.b 
(sup I WY, > t)f(.v,1 , t, x) -- k(s, t)f(s, , 
*o YED 
t, x)1) dt -; I‘” I+, t) G(sa .s,t)dt-•O 
*fl 
b!: Lemma 3.5 and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. Hence the 
lemma follows from Theorem 1.2. 
LEXlnrA 3.7. H2, H3, H7 and II8 im$‘y K(G(s’, s, t)) (s’) - l 0 as s’ l s uni- 
formly for a <g s, s‘ 5; 6. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.5 and 3.6 we have 
0 61 / K(G(S’, S, t)) (S’): 
:.C .$: (;y; i h(s’, t)f(s’, t, x) - & t)f(s, 5, $1) dt 
+ [” (sup 1 k(s, t)f (s, t, x) -. k(s’, t)f(s, t, x)1) dt - l 0 
-0 XED 
uniformly for a :x.... s, s’ 1.:: b. 
With the above lemmas we can complete the proof of Theorem 2. I. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Suppose /I P,(x) - F(x)jl + 0 for some x E II, . Then 
we can find an E ::, 0 and a sequence {sn) such that a ‘:I s,, Y< b, s,, -- + s and 
E .< 1 FJX) (SJ - F(x) (&)I 
.; I F,,(x) (s,J - F,(x) (.~)I + 1 F,(x) (s) - F(x) (s)i -i- I P(x) (s) --. F(x) (s,)l . 
(3.7) 
Now 
I F,(x) (4 - F&4 (4 
‘. i k’n(f(hl 3 t? x)) (4 - Ka(f(s, t, x>> (4l -: I
:- I K(f(S, t, 4) (4 - Kdf (4 t, x)) (s)l 
s I K((=(sn , s, t)) (4l + I KMs, t, 4) (4 - Wh 6 ~1) Mi 
(3.8) 
+- I W(s, t, 4) (4 - Wb, ttx>) WI 
-1 I K(f(S, t, x)) (4 -- Km, 4 $1 WI * 
By H7 and Theorem 3.4 
k’,(G(s, t s, t)> (4 - K(G(s, , s, t)) (4 
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uniformly for s, , S. Thus by Lemma 3.7 K,(G(s, , S, t)) (s,J + 0 as s, -• S. The 
second and last term on the right hand side of (3.8) go to zero uniformly for s, 
by Theorem 3.3. In addition the third term goes to zero by Lemma 3.5. Thus 
I F,(x) (4 - F,(x) (4 - 0 as s, - s. 
Hence it follows from Eq. (3.7), Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.6 that 
/ FJx) (sn) - F(x) (sn)l + 0 as s, + s. ,4s this contradicts (3.7) the theorem 
follows. 
4. COLLECTIVELY COMPACT ~~PPROXII\~ATIO~S 
A sequence of compact maps {T,,} of a subset D of a Banach space X into a 
Banach space Y is said to be collectively compact if for each bounded subset 
BCD 
-- 
u T,(B) is compact. 
Without any additional hypothesis the set {F,} need not be collectively 
compact, which is a property needed to insure that the solutions of numerical 
approximation equations converge to that of the integral operator equation. 
We will therefore make the additional hypothesis. 
H9. For each E > 0 there exists an N(E) and S(E) > 0 such that for n > N(c) 
and 1 s - s’ / < S(E), a < s, s’ < b 
A sequence {A,} of sets in @a, b] is said to be asymptotically equicontinuous 
if for each E > 0 there exist N(E), 6(c) :> 0 such that if n > N(E), x(t) E -4, and 
: s - s’ : < B(E) then I x(s) - x(s’)I < E. 
Anselone has shown [3, p. 221 
LEMMA 4.1. Let {A,} be a uniformly bounded asymptotically equicontinuous 
sequence of compact sets in R[a, b]. Then uA, is compact. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let D be a subset of Iwp swh that HI-H9 are suttijied on D, 
then the sequence {F,(x(t))} of maps of D, into R[a, b] is collectively compact. 
Proof. It suffices to show that Wn(DR) is compact. To this end we show 
that the Fn(DR) satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 4.1. By H8 and H6 they are 
uniformly bounded. To show asymptotic equicontinuity we consider: 
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i I;‘n(W) (s) - F?dx(t) (s’)I 
G I K(f(s, 4 x(t))) (s) - Kdf(s, 4 x(t))> (s’)i 
+ I K(f(S, t, x(t))) (s’) - K(f(s’, t, x(t))) (s’)I (4.1) 
Now &(G(s, s’, t)) (s’) + K(G(s, s’, t)) ( s’ uniformly for s, s’ by H7 and Theo- ) 
rem 3.4. Therefore by Lemma 3.7 we have K,(G(s, s’, t)) (s’) + 0 uniformly 
for S, S'. By H8 SUp,<&b,x6D If(s, t, x)i < co. Hence the theorem follows from 
H9, Eq. (4.1) and Lemma 4.1. 
Remark. It should be pointed out that without additional hypothesis the 
F,, need not be continuous functions of x. A sufficient condition for the F, to be 
continuous in x would be thatf(s, t, x) is continuous with respect to x, uniformly 
for s and t -= ti,n . 
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 4.2 we have, defining the F, by 
(2.11). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let D be subset of [WP such that for each component of the F, 
Hl-H9 are satis$ed. Then the sepence pn(x(t))} of maps of D, into Ra[a, b] is 
collectie;ely compact. 
5. XONPOSITIVE KERNEL 
Theorems 2.2 and 4.3 will also be valid for (2.1) if for each i, Hl is not satis- 
fied. Indeed for i = l,..., a: :<p let 
k,+(s, t) := ki(s, t) 
--- -. 0 
k,-(s, t) = -ki(s, t) 
-- .  0 
if ki(S, t) > 0 
if ki(s, t) < 0 
if --ki(S, t) > 0 
if -ki(s, t) > 0. 
Suppose that for each i and each positive integer n we can find two sets of n 
weight functions w~~,~(s) and WT;?,~(S), j = I,..., n such that if Y = +, -. 
HIO. w;,~,~(s) satisfies H4 and H5 and 
!! cl w;,~,~(s) x(tisn) (s) - l: kF(s, t) x(t) dt 1; + 0, x E C[a, b]. 
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Let 
7+&(s) = m:;,,,(s) - 7L&&) 
and define K, K, , F, F, by Eqs. (2.9), (2.10), (2.8) and (2.11) respectively. 
THEORKM 5.1. Let D C IF!?. Jf for each i, H2 -H8 and HI0 are satkfied on D 
then 
:;I F&(t)) - FW!” - 0 foreachxEDR,. 
Proof. One can readily verify that HI-H8 are satisfied for k,+(s, t) or 
ki- (s, t) (instead of ki(s, t)). Thus our theorem follows from Theorem 2.1. 
Similarly- one can show that 
'I'HBOREM 5.2. Let D be a subset of [WV such thatfor each i, HZ-H8 are satisfied 
on D and in addition w;,~(s) Y - +-, - satisfy H9 and HIO. Then the sequence 
(F,(x(t))) of map of D into R*[a, b] is collectively compuct. 
6. APPROXIMATIONS DEPENDING on- A PARAMETER 
Suppose now that P depends on a parameter X. To be more precise assume 
now 
F(h, x) (s) = 1” k(h , s, t)f(A s, t, x(t)) nt 
- 0 
where A E 52 and 52 is a closed subset of RR. Concerning k(A, s, t) and .f(h, s, t, x) 
we shall assume 
Hl I. k(/\, s, t) satisfies A2 and is a continuous function of X for each fixed 
a <. s .:.:. h and almost all t. 
E‘rom now on D denotes a bounded subset of EP. 
H12. I:or fixed h E Q, f(A, s, t, x) satisfies 117-118 and is a continuous func- 
tion of A uniformly for all a < s, t .<< b, x E D. 
Suppose there exist weight function W/J/\, s), w;,(h, s) such that if 
WjJX, s) = wj;,(A, s) -- w,,(X, s). 
H13. Bor fixed X E Sz, w;,Jh, s) satisfies HI0 for Y := +, - and wj.,(X, s) 
satisfies H9. Moreover, for each bounded subset 52’ of Q and for each c > 0 
there exist N(s)‘, e) and 6(Q’, G) -1 0 such that if n 1;: hr, h’, h” E Q’ and 
i A” - A’ : .-< 8 
wj,n(X’, S)i 2: E, a < s .:< b. 
409!71/2-2 
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H14. For each bounded subset Q’ of 52, j and n and all a < s < b 
sup 1 ZU~,~(X, s)] 2: M( j, n) < co. 
AER’ 
With the above assumptions we can show that the operators 
are collectively compact (as mapping of h and x). To this end we define a 
sequence of maps (T,(h, x)} f o a subset of IJP x X into X (X a Banach space) 
to be asymptotically equicontinuous function of h if for each E we can find S(r), 
N(E) > 0 such that if 1 A’ - A” 1 < S(E) and n > N(c) then 1: T,(A’, w) - 
T,(X”, x)11 < E independent of x. Then we prove 
LEMMA 6.1. Let 52 be a closed subset of II@ and 9 a bounded subset of a Banach 
space X. Suppose T,(h, x), n x 1, 2 ,... are maps of Q x 9 + X such that for 
fixed A, {TJ is collectively compact. If for bounded subsets 0 x 9 of 52 x 9, 
T,,(A, x) has bounded finite dimensional range and the T, are asymptotically 
equicontinuous functions of A then { T,,(h, x)} is collectivel$ compact. 
Proof. Let B be a bounded subset of 52 x 9. Suppose (?‘,,(,,(A, , s,)} is a 
sequence in U T,(B). We will show it contains a convergent subsequence. If 
the m(n) are uniformly bounded then the sequence is contained in a finite 
dimensional space and so must contain a convergent subsequence. So assume the 
m(n) are not uniformly bounded. Then there exists a subsequence (n,} of {n} 
such that m(ni) ---f co, Xni ---f h and {T,,Q(~, .r,J} is a Cauchy sequence. Let 
E :> 0. Then as B C Q’ x 52 C Q x 52 where Q’ x 2 is bounded we can find an 
N such that for ni Y: N 
Hence {T,,, (,+(A, , .r,*)} is also a Cauchy sequence and the lemma is proved. 1 
Let 
k’,(h, S) X -XZ f Wj.n(h, 5) X(tj,n) 
j-1 
K(h, s) x 7-2 1’ h(A, s, t) x(t) dt. 
- a 
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LEMMA 6.2. Let 9’ be a bounded subset of Sz. If  h(A, s, t) and q,,(h, s) satisfy 
Hll, H13 andHl4then thesums 
gl I wj,n(h, s)l 
are uniformly bounded on 9’ x [a, b]. 
proof. The lemma will be proved by an application of the uniform bounded- 
ness principle [6, p. 461. For fixed x E @a, b] we will show that I K,(X, s) x 1 
is uniformly bounded for h E sz’ and a < s .< b. Suppose this is not true then we 
can find sequences {A,} C Q’ and (sn} 2 [a, b] such that A, - At and s,~ - s and 
I K,(h, , s,) x I-+ 03. But 
Now by HI3 
1 K&i, s,) s - K(h, s,) x I --f 0. 
Hence by Hll it follows from Eq. (6.1) that ] &(A,, s,) x I is bounded. Hence 
for all A E Q’, a 5: s < b, C,“=, ! wj.Jh, s)I is uniformly bounded. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let D be a bounded subset of Iw”. Suppose .for each bounded 
subset 9’ x D of .Q x D assumptions Hl l-HI4 are satis$ed. Then the sequence 
{F&t x(t))> of nlaps of Q x DR --f R[u, b] is collectively compact. 
Proof. ‘The proof follows from Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 4.2 once we have 
show the asymptotic uniform equicontinuity of the F, on each bounded set 
Q’ x I), . Let l > 0. Then 
I F,&l’, x) - F&i, x) I 
. ; I k’n(X’, s)f (A’, s, t, x(t)) - G(k s)f (A’, s, t, X@))ll 
-7 ‘! K&(4 s) (f (A’, .T, t, x(t)) - f (A, s, t, x(t)))!! 
. :: . 1 ?!I * !I fJ j Wj*,(A’, s) - w~,~(A, s)! Ii 
p-1 
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Then by H13, HI2 and Lemma 6.2 it follows from (6.2) that for all sufficiently 
large n we can find a 8 such that for A, A’ E Q’, ! A - A’ 1 I< 6 
i F,(h, x) - F,(h, x)! 5:. E x c I>,( . 
By Lemma 6.2 and H12 it follows that the F,(h, x) are uniformly bounded. 
Therefore by Lemma 6.1 {F,(A, x)} is collectively compact. 
Similarly if we consider the system 
then with the obvious definitions of the terms involved we have 
TmoRm 6.4. Let D be a bounded subset of [w”. Suppose that for each compo- 
nent and each bounded subset Q’ x D of Q x D assumptions Hl l-H14 are satis- 
jed. Then the sequence {F&i, x(t))} of maps of 52 x DR + Rn[a, b] is collectively 
compact. 
7. APPENDIX 
We shall prove the assertion made after the definition of a regular set. 
LEMMA 7. I. Let 3 be a set of functions x(s), a . . . . s ,r: b which is regular with 
respect to the function k(s, t) I: I such that the x~, x,, are uniformly bounded. Then 
9 will be regular zcith respect to any kernel function k(x, t) satisfying HI-H3. 
Proof. Suppose k(s, t) satisfies Hl -H3. Let AI be a bound for the x”~, x,,, 
and E :;:., 0. Ikfine 
k”(s, t) = min{n, k(s, t)j. 
One can readily show that 
$2 J‘,” (k(s, t) -. k”(s, t)) dt : 0 
uniformly for a :< s <g b. Indeed if this is not the case there is a E - 0 and a 
sequence (sn> with s, -+ s c [a, b] such that 
1’ (k(s,‘ , t) - ktl&, t)) dt -. 6. 
-(I 
(7.1) 
Now for all s, , and t 
: k”(s, , t) - kn(.s, t)i ,< i k(s,, , t) -- I?(.~, t), . 
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Hence by H3 
i” I kh, , t) - k@, t)l dt -I- j” (k(s, t) - k”(s, t)) dt 
- ,, 
/ (.’ 1 k”(s, t) -.- kn(slL , t); ,I+ 0 
.J 0 
which contradicts (7.1). 
Therefore there exists K and TV1 such that 
ads&b (jab MS, t) - kN(s, 4) d’) < 42W1 sup 
and for m > IV, and x E .% 
- ,” (x”(t) - .qJt)) dt < <(2N)-‘. 
i 
Consequently for m :> r\l; and x E .B 
Iqx” - ~m)!l 5:: uyqgb (“s” (4, 4 - kN(s, 0) (x’“(t) - xm(t)) (It) 
+ :;yb (job (kN(s, t) W”(t) - 4t)) dt) 
::-: J!f ,;;R (jab MS, t) - kN(s, 4) dt) -. 
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